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Abstract

In many real life situations (such as the passport control system in Tel
Aviv airport, department stores, and more) parallel queuesare formed in front
of control stations. Typically, some of the stations are manned while others
are not. As the queues build up, management assigns additional officers to
the unmanned stations. When this happens—some people move to the newly
manned queues from nearby busy queues. In anticipation, people may prefer
to line up in busy queues next to unmanned ones.

Mathematically we discuss the problem of dynamic arrangement of the
queues in a service system where at any time each server can bein either
active or inactive mode. We seek a partition of customers to queues, that
minimizes the expected wait time of a customer in each of the active stations,
thereby keeping the systembalancedat all times. We study two balancing al-
gorithms which we callSplit andTrim. For the Split algorithm we discuss a
special case (the stations are ordered on a line and a single unmanned station
is at one end). We show how an optimal partition can be calculated recur-
sively. We then give partitions that approximate the minimal expected wait
time within a factor of1 + ", for some small0 < " < 1, under each of these
algorithms.

Keywords: Queuing, load balancing, response time, service systems.

1 Introduction

Real life queuing systems appear in two major variants:

1. A single line which feeds multiple service stations in front of which no wait
queue exists. This is the common practice in many banks.
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2 Fun with Algorithms

2. Multiple queues, each of which is being served by a single service station.
This is the system in use at the Tel Aviv international airport (as well as
many others), in department stores, and elsewhere.

In this paper we concentrate on queuing systems of the secondtype. In such sys-
tems, as the queues build up, management assigns additionalofficers to the un-
manned stations. When this happens—some people move to the newly manned
queue from nearby busy queues. In anticipation, people may prefer to line up
in busy queues next to unmanned ones. The problem of interestto us is the ex-
pected lengths of the different queues as a function of the configuration of the
manned/unmanned queues.

More formally, thepassport control problemis the problem of keeping a
multi-queue service system load balanced; the system consists of a set ofN ser-
vice stations positioned on the line. Each service station has a single server, and
a wait queue, from which customers are picked up in a first-come-first-served
order; all stations provide the same type of service, with equal speed, thus an
arriving customer can join any of theN queues.

The system isunstablein the sense that at any point in time each of the servers
can be in either anactiveor inactivemode. An active serveri, 0 � i � N � 1
gives service to the first customer in queuei (whenever the queue is non-empty).
When serveri becomes inactive the customers lined up in its queue move to any
of the other service stations that are currently active. When an inactive serveri
becomes active, customers from other active queues move to stationi and form a
queue there. Thus, at any timet, the number of queues in the system isn, where0 � n � N .

In this paper we study rules for distributing the workload inthe system, so
as to minimize the average response time for customers in each of the queues.
Indeed, such rules should depend on:

(i) The number of active service stations and their locationin the system at any
given time.

(ii) The frequency of changes in the number of active servers.

(iii) The balancing strategy used when such a change occurs,namely, the rule
which determines how the queues are rearranged when any of the servers
becomes active/inactive.

For a given state of the system, we define a rule that distributes the workload
among the active queues, taking into account future transitions of servers between
the active and inactive modes. It is important to note that there is a large set of
rearrangement rules, some of which dynamically modify the distribution of cus-
tomers to the queues. In the present context we focus on a class of static rules,
which maintain a fixed partition of customers to the queues when the number of
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active servers is fixed. The efficiency of the proposed rules is measured against an
(unknown)optimalrule.

Assuming that each of the inactive servers can become activeat any time, our
objective is to define a partition~l of customers to the queues, that will be fixed
as long as the number of active servers is fixed. In other words, while none of
the servers changes mode, new customers join the queues so that the partition~l is maintained. We seek a partition~l that minimizes the expected wait time of
customers in each of the active stations, thereby keeping the systembalancedat
any time.

1.1 Related Work

We briefly mention some related work:
In the context of queuing theory, a model close to the system model discussed

above is theserver of the walking typemodel, where each server in the system
can become inactive for a certain amount of time, upon completion of a service
period [2, 3, 6, 7]. Related work on this model studied the steady state distribution
on queue lengths and on the wait times of customers, when someprobabilistic
assumptions are used, e.g., for determining the length of the “vacation” taken by
a server. However, no balancing algorithms are used in this model, i.e., when the
server is inactive the customers are assumed to line up in itsservice station, until
the server becomes active again.

Another related problem is the dynamic server problem introduced in [1].
This problem refers to a task system in which the number of available servers
can change at any time. The authors present competitive algorithms for this prob-
lem; the model is slightly different than our service system, as customers do not
line up in queues for service; they are distributed in many sites in a computer
network, thus rearrangements of the queues are inapplicable. A similar dynamic
server model was used also in the study of load balancing schemes for multi-
media systems (see in [4, 5]).

1.2 Main Results

We now summarize our results. For a system ofN queues, in whichK servers
are inactive, for some1 � K < N , the main results presented in this paper are� The Split balancing algorithm:

(i) For the case where there is a single inactive server in thesystem, we
show how an optimal partition can be calculated recursively, based on
the knowledge of the activation probability of that server at any time.

(ii) We give a partition which yields a1+O(1=N )- approximation to the
minimal expected wait time at any queue.



4 Fun with Algorithms� The Trim balancing algorithm, which is shown to provide an(1 + "1)-
approximation to the minimal expected wait time, and(1+"2)-approximation
to the minimal balance ratio of the system, where0 < "1; "2 < 1 are small.

1.3 Organization of the Abstract

In Section 2 we give some notation and define our performance measures. In
Sections 3 and 4 we derive results for the case whereK = 1. In Section 3 we
present the Split algorithm, for which we show (in Section 3.1) how an optimal
partition can be computed recursively. We then give (in Section 3.2) a partition
that is a close approximation to the optimal.

In Section 4 we propose the Trim algorithm and give a partition that is a better
approximation to the optimal, under this scheme. In Section5 we show how our
results can be extended to apply to the case, where the numberof inactive servers
in the system is any1 � K < N .

2 Preliminaries

For a given time interval[0; T ], during which we optimize the system’s perfor-
mance, we define a partition of[0; T ] to sub-intervals, that are handled as separate
phases. We assume that each phase is long enough, so by the time it ends the
system has stabilized, and that the number of active serversin a phase is fixed.
Moreover, we assume that time is discrete, starting att = 0.

Suppose that at some point in timen out of theN servers are active, and
for someL > N , at any time there areL customers in the system. Each server
completes the service of a single customer within one time unit, whereupon the
customer leaves the system. For any inactive serverj, there is a fixed probabilitypj, that the server becomes active between the present and the next time unit1. We
seek a partition of theL customers to then active queues, such that the expected
wait time of customers in each of the queues is minimized.

At any timet each customer in the system can be represented by a pair(i; j),
where0 � i � N�1 is the number of the queue in which the customer is waiting,
and1 � j � L is the position of the customer in that queue. ABalancing StrategyS : f0; : : : ; N � 1g�f1; : : : ; Lg ! f0; : : : ; N � 1g�f1; : : : ; Lg is a function
that maps each customer(i; j) to (i0; j0) using some transition rule that balances
the queues. A balancing strategy is used only when the numberof active servers
changes.

Let ~l = (l0; : : : ; lN�1) denote a partition of the customers to theN queuesQ0; : : : ; QN�1. The quality of such a partition with respect to a given balancing
strategyS is measured as follows: LetWi(~l;S) denote the expected wait time of

1We simplify the calculations by assuming that arrival/departure of a customer and the activation
of a server cannot occur simultaneously.
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a customer joining queuei, when the partition is~l and the balancing strategy isS.
Let

max W(~l;S) = max0�i�N�1Wi(~l;S) ;
min W(~l;S) = minf0�i�N�1;li>0gWi(~l;S)

be the maximal and the minimal expected wait time under strategyS of the par-
tition ~l, respectively. We denote byWOPT (L;S) the expected wait time of an
optimal arrangement ofL customers in then queues, under the strategyS.

Definition 1 The balance-ratio of a partition~l under a balancing strategyS is
given by �(~l;S) = maxW(~l;S)

min W(~l;S) :
Definition 2 The partition~l of L yields a(1 + �)-approximation to the minimal
expected wait time, under a balancing strategyS, if

max W(~l;S)] � (1 + �)WOPT (L;S) :
3 The Split Algorithm

Assume first that the servers are linearly ordered,Q0 is inactive, andli customers
wait atQi, i = 1; : : : ; N � 1. The probability that a server appears atQ0 in
the next time slot isp. Let �L = L=N be the average queue length when all the
stations are active.

In this section we discuss a balancing strategy that we callSplit. We first
show how an optimal partition can be calculated recursively. We then show that
if p > 1=�L then a simple partition based on accumulating a large amountof
customers near the inactive server can yield expected wait times that are close to
the optimal within a factor of1 + O(1=(N �L p)).
The Split balancing strategy is as follows:

When a server arrives atQ0, every other customer fromQ1 moves toQ0. After
that bothQ0 andQ1 have�L 1 = l1=2 customers.

At step i: queuesQ0; : : : ; Qi�1 have each�Li = 1i Pi�1j=1 lj customers. The
customers ofQi who have to wait more than�Li time, evenly split to queuesQ0; : : : ; Qi in a cyclic manner, i.e., customer�Li + 1 moves toQ0, : : : ,
customer�Li+imoves toQi�1, customer�Li+i+1 remains inQi, customer�Li + i + 2 moves toQ0 etc.

A pseudo-code of the Split algorithm is given in Figure 1.
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Algorithm Split
Input:A set of customer recordsC[1]; : : : ; C[L], indicating the queue

index and position of each customer; the sequence0; l1; : : : ; lN�1.
Output:The updated setC[1]; : : : ; C[L].

for i := 1 toN � 1 dof
let x�Li+1; : : : ; xli be the customers at positions�Li + 1; : : : ; li
of Qi;k := 0;�Li+1 := �Li + 1;
for j := �Li + 1 to li dofC[xj]:position:= �Li+1;C[xj]:queue:= k;k := k + 1;

if k > i thenfk := 0;�Li+1 := �Li+1 + 1;ggg
Figure 1: The Split Algorithm

3.1 Finding an Optimal Partition

Assume that the arrival probability of a server atQ0 is a fixed parameterp. For
anyt � 1, the probability that the server arrives atQ0 at timet ispt = (1 � p)t�1p : (1)

Let Wi(~l;Split) be the expected wait time of a customer atQi, given that the
initial lengths of the queues are~l = (0; l1; : : : ; lN�1).

Let �i = li � �Li = li � 1i Pj<i lj denote the excess number of customers
in Qi over the average number of customers in queuesQ0; : : : ; Qi�1 after the
customers of these queues moved in response to the arrival ofthe new server atQ0, but just before the customers ofQi moved. Consider a customerA that arrives
at timet = 0. We simplify the calculations by allowing the queue lengthsto be
non-integral numbers. If the server arrives at timet, 1 � t � �i, then ii+1(�i �(t � 1)) customers ofQi that are beforeA leaveQi to joinQ0; : : : ; Qi�1. Thus
the wait time is reduced by that amount.
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We will use the equalityp kXt=1(1� p)t�1t = 1p �1� (1� p)k(kp+ 1)� : (2)

The expected wait time atQi isWi(~l;Split) = �iXt=1 pt�li � (�i � t + 1) ii + 1�+ Xt>�i ptli= li � ii + 1 "�i �iXt=1 pt � �iXt=1 tpt + 1� (1� p)�i#= li � ii + 1 ��i � 1p + 1p(1 � p)�i + 1� (1� p)�i� :
Given queues of lengthl1; : : : ; lN�1, a new customer would join the queue with
minimum expected waiting time. Hence the system will becomestable whenW1(~l;Split) = W2(~l;Split) = � � � = WN�1(~l;Split) :
Let l1 be given, we first calculateW1(~l;Split) and choosel2 such thatW1(~l;Split) =W2(~l;Split). We can easily perform this calculations, sinceW2(~l;Split) depends
on p and on�2 = l2 � l1=2. We continue in this fashion to compute the val-
ues ofl3; : : : ; lN�1. The key observation is thatli depends only onp and�i =li � 1i Pj<i lj . Henceli depends only onp andl1; : : : ; li�1, which we have al-
ready computed.

On the other hand, ifL, the total number of customers, is known we can
perform a binary search onl1 to find valuesl1; : : : ; lN�1 that stabilize the system
and satisfy

PN�1i=1 li = L.
For p = 1, we getWi(~l;Split)jp=1 = li� ii+ 1�i = li� ii+ 1(li�1i Xj<i lj) = 1i + 1 iXj=1 lj = �Li+1 :

Since�L2 = l1=2, in this case the system stabilizes whenl1=2 = l2 = � � � = lN�1.
In other words, the first queue (next to the inactive server) has twice as many
customers in it—since with probabilityp = 1 at timet = 1 a server appears atQ0, half of the waiting customers move toQ0, and all queues are of equal length.

3.2 Approximating the Minimal Wait Time

Assume now that the inactive server is in positionh, for some0 � h < N � 1. In
the following we show how the minimal wait time can be closelyapproximated
for this case.
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We propose to use a static partition(l0; : : : ; lh; : : : ; lN�1), in which all the
queues that are of the same distance from the inactive station have the same length.
In fact, we show that a close approximation to the minimal wait time can be
obtained by choosing a partition, in which the queues next tothe inactive server
have the same lengthl0, and all the other queues in the system have the same
lengthl00. Hence, we only need to compute the ratiol0=l00 � 1.

When the inactive server is positioned at the end of the line,the queue will be
balanced (upon activation of this server) by the Split algorithm as given in Fig-
ure 1. When the server is in positionh, for some0 < h < N � 1, the queues will
be balanced using the Split algorithm with a slight modification: The balancing
process will handle in phasei all queues that are of distance at mosti from the
inactive server. Thus, after the first phase the queuesh � 1; h; h + 1 will be of
equal length. After the second phase the queuesh� 2; h� 1; h; h+ 1; h+ 2 will
be of equal length, and so on.

Let s 2 f1; 2g denote the number of immediate neighbors of the inactive
server. Forp � 1=�L we define the partition~lSplit = (l0; : : : ; lN�1), whereli = 8<: 1s ((s + 1)�L� 1p + �Lp(N�1) i is a neighbor of inactive server0 i = h�L(1 + 1=(p(N � 1)) otherwise

Theorem 1 The partition~lSplit yields a (1 + 1=(�L p(N � 1)))- approximation
to the minimal expected wait time, when the balancing algorithm is Split, that is,Wi(~lSplit;Split) � �1 + 1�L p(N � 1)�WOPT (L;Split) 8 0 � i � N � 1 :

(3)

Proof. Let pt be as defined in (1). For the caseh = 0,W1(~lSplit;Split) = l1Xt=1 pt(t+ l1 � t2 ) +Xt>l1 ptl1 :
Using equation (2) we haveW1(~lSplit;Split) = l12 + 12(1� (l1 + 1)(1� p)l1+1� p � (1� p)l1+1p ) + l12 (1� p)l1= 12(l1 + 1p )� (1� p)l12p :
Taking l1 = 2�L � 1p + �Lp(N�1) we get inequality (3). A similar computation forh 6= 0 gives the statement of the theorem. 2
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4 The Trim Algorithm

In this section we propose a balancing strategy called Trim.We define a partition
that is shown to provide a close approximation to the minimalexpected wait time,
while maximizing the balance in the system.

The following is an informal description of the algorithm: Consider first the
case where the inactive server is at the end of the line (i.e.,h = 0). Denote byX
the activation time of the server, thenX � G(p).

Suppose that initially there areli customers in queuei, 1 � i � N � 1. When
server0 becomes active, customers from queues1 throughN � 1 transfer toQ0
as follows.

If a customer is at positionj in Qi, then all customers in queuesQ1; : : : ; Qi� 1, whose positions are larger that�L, will line up inQ0
before that customer. In addition, any customer(i; r) with �L � r < j
will also precede(i; j) in Q0.

We call this balancing strategy Trim, since it trims all the long queues in the
system, and transfers the excess customers toQ0, until all queues are of the same
length�L. A pseudo-code of the Trim algorithm is given in Figure 2.

Algorithm Trim
Input:A set of customer recordsC[1]; : : : ; C[L], indicating the queue index

and position of each customer; the sequence0; l1; : : : ; lN�1.
Output:The updated setC[1]; : : : ; C[L] corresponding to the

partition(�L; : : : ; �L).
for k = 1 toL

with C[k] do
if C[k]:position> �L thenfC[k]:position:= C[k]:position� �L +PC[k]:queue�1fj=2;lj>�Lg (lj � �L);C[k]:queue:= 1;g

Figure 2: The Trim Algorithm

Assume now, that the inactive server is located in stationh, for some1 � h <N � 2. For this case we define the following extension of the Trim algorithm.
If a customerC[k] is in distancei from the inactive server, then when the server
becomes active� All the customers in positionsj > �L, that belong to queues in distances

that are smaller thani will line-up in Qh beforeC[k].



10 Fun with Algorithms� All the customers in positionsj > �L, who belong to the queuesfh� i; h+ ig
then join in random order at the end ofQh, includingC[k].

We call this strategy theRandom Trim.
In the next result we define a static partition of the customers to queues, which

is shown to be efficient with respect to our two measures, whenthe balancing
strategy is (Random) Trim.

Theorem 2 LetM be the median of the random variableX, and letr = lg2(�L =M ) ;
and r� = max(r0 � r j r0 � 2r0 � 12r0�r ) : (4)

If h = 0 h0 = 1, otherwiseh0 = h� 1. Denote by~lTrim the partition(l0; : : : ; lh�1; 0; lh+1; : : : ; lN ), whereli = 8<: 0 i = h�L(2� 1=2r�) i = h0�L(1 + 1=(2r� (N � 2)) otherwise.

Then for anyr � 1 and a system ofN > 2 stations,

(i) ~lTrim yields a(1+ 12r� (N�2))-approximation to the minimal expected wait
time.

(ii) �(~lTrim) � 1+ 12r� (N�2)1� 12r� :
Proof. We give the proof forh = 0. The generalization to arbitraryh is straight-
forward. We first note, that ifM � �L=2 there existsr� � r satisfying (4)
(since clearly,r� = r satisfies the inequality). Now, we show separately the
approximation-bound and the balance-ratio of the partition~lTrim.

(i) We first show, thatWi(~lTrim; T rim) � (1 + 12r� (N � 2))WOPT (L; Trim) 8 1 � i � N � 1 :
(5)

For l01 = �L � (1� 1=2r�), letA be the event

“The inactive server becomes active within less thanl01 time units”;
(6)
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then W1(~lTrim; T rim) = Prob(A)l01 + (�L + l01)(1� Prob(A))= l01 + �L(1� P (A)) :
SinceM = �L=2r andr� satisfies (4), the probability that the server remains
inactive in the nextl01 time units is1� P (A) = (1� p)�L=2r� 2r��12r��r � 12r� : (7)

Hence, W1(~lTrim; T rim) = �L(1� 12r� ) + �L 12r� � �L ;
SinceWOPT (L; Trim) � �L, obviously inequality (5) holds fori = 1.
For queuesi = 2; : : : ; N � 1 we haveli = �L(1 + 12r�(N � 2)) ;
and again inequality (5) holds.

(ii) We now bound the balance-ratio of the system under Trim.Since for any1 � i � N � 1, Wi(~l; T rim) � (1 + 12r� (N � 2))�L ;
it remains to show that

min W(~l) � �L(1� 12r� ) :
We note, that the choice ofl1 impliesW1(~l; T rim) � �L(1� 12r� ) :
LetB be the event

“The inactive server becomes active within the next�L=(2r�(N � 2)) time units”:
(8)

Then fori = 2; : : : ; N � 1Wi(~lTrim; T rim) � Prob(B)(l1 � �L) + (1 � Prob(B))�L � l01
which yields the statement of the theorem. 2

Corollary 1 If p � 3�L then the partition~lTrim defined in Theorem 2 gives

(i) a (1 + 18(N�2) )-approximation to the optimum

(ii) �(~l;Trim) � 97 .
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5 Extensions

In this section we discuss the case where the number of inactive servers is any1 � K � N � 2. We show how our results for the caseK = 1 can be used to
obtain similar bounds for the Split and the Trim algorithms.

We handle separately two cases:

(i) If K � N=2, then we can divide the set of queues toK regions, such
that each regionj contains exactly one inactive station, andAj � 1 active
stations, where

PKj=1Aj = N � K (The stations in each region are not
necessarily neighboring stations on the line). The total number of customers
in the queues of regionj isAj � �L . Using The Split or the Trim algorithm
for each region withK = 1, we have the results in Theorems 1 and 2
respectively.

(ii) For the case whereK > N=2 we choose one of the active queues in the
system0 � i� � N � 1 to be themaster queue. Let �L (K) = L=(N �K)
be the average number of customers when divided equally among the active
queues. WhenK � 1, we take�L = �L (K � 1). We can then use the
partitions~lSplit and~lTrim as defined in Sections3 and4 for the caseK = 1.
Suppose that the balancing algorithm used in the system is Trim. Then upon
activation of a server atQh, first the customers lined up in position larger
than �L in Qi� move toQh. Then batches of customers (whose positions
were �L or larger) from all the other queues joinQh in arbitrary order, one
batch at a time. Thus, in each of the active queues there are exactly �L
customers. Now, we proceed by takingK = K � 1, and by modifying�L = �L (K) accordingly. Any new customers will join the queues so as to
form the partition~lTrim with the updated value of�L .

Note, that when the number of inactive servers in the system isK, the minimal
expected wait time is at least�L (K), thus, the approximation bound in Theorems
1 and 2 hold for any number of inactive servers.
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